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Line. The proportions of a room affect the lines of the window
treatment. For example, short curtains are suitable for the lines of
low cottage rooms, although long ones are more fashionable.
Where additional height is desired in a room draperies and curtains
are hung straight because looped-back draperies appear to reduce
height. Rooms with extra high ceilings are improved by valances,
which also appear to cut height. The lines of the curtains and
draperies must be in accord; if both are looped, the tie backs of
both should be at the same level. Straight draperies may be used
with sheer looped-back curtains, however. Both sides of a win-
dow should be looped back at the same height, which should be
either above the center of the window or, preferably, about 12
inches above the window sill.
The number of windows is an important matter, for whatever
treatment is chosen must bear repetition as many times as there are
windows. Naturally, a striking window treatment which would
be successful for one window group forming the center of interest
in the room may be too bold for repetition. In a room with many
windows the drapery may be treated as part of the background
and repeat the exact color of the wall.
Groups of windows may be treated as a unit in their curtaining.
A single wide Venetian blind or a reed roller shade is often made
to cover two or more windows. A continuous valance usually
ties such a group together, even continuing around a corner to
include windows on another wall. In such a treatment, all the
intervening wall space is hung with the drapery fabric.
The shape of the window affects the curtain design, particularly
if it is unusual or difficult. A window with a curved top line may
have the draperies curved to fit but curved-top windows are often
concealed behind straight-top draperies. Windows that are too
narrow should have the drapery cover the entire window frame
and extend over a foot or so of wall at the side, the valance or
cornice concealing the top of the drapery. Too high windows
should have deep valances covering the upper part of the glass.
Too short windows may have a wide valance hung high enough
so that its lower line barely conceals the top frame of the window.
If windows are too wide their curtains can be set inside the frame
at the sides and top also.

